
BIOL114 Notes 

 

-Biological Evolution refers to changes in DNA sequences. 

-Natural Selection occurs where the likelihood of individuals with certain traits surviving & 

reproducing is higher than those with other traits and genes that encode for these traits are 

passed on from parent to offspring. 

-Genetic Drift is when random processes determine which individuals survive to reproduce 

and pass on their DNA. Eg ( a tree might fall in a forest after very high winds, crushing 

hundreds of seedlings below, the death of the seedlings were purely random.  

-ORDER OF TREE: Hierarchy of biological classification applied to humans.  

Domain, Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. 

Darwin and Wallace’s Theory 

The idea central to both Darwin and Wallace’s theory is that individuals in a population vary 

in their traits and that man y of these traits are heritable from previous generation. These 

traits will influence how well an organism survives over time and to what extent it 

reproduces. 

Examples of Natural Selection 

1. Physical: Peppered Moths: A change in the environment from chemical smog from 

factories went onto trees and raised the survivability level of darker coloured moths 

over lighter ones. 

Mechanisms of genetic change in a population over a micro evolutionary 

timescale 

Mutations, natural selection, gene flow and genetic drift.  

Hydrophilic: Having a tendency to mix with, dissolve in water. 

Hydrophobic: Tending to fail or repel to be mixed with/in water. 



 

Metabolism: Refers to all chemical reactions occurring within an organism, such as the processes involved in 

the breaking down of food into energy or the harvesting of sunlight to produce carbohydrates. 

 

Science is a way of learning about the universe through a formal process of observation and 

experimentation called the scientific method.  

 

 

 

The "DNA repair" hypothesis concentrates on the fitness advantages involved with 

preserving DNA integrity. It focuses on the observation that the chromosomal recombination 

that occurs due to the alignment of chromosomes as homologous pairs during the meiotic 



production of gametes allows an organism to repair damaged sequences. The problem with 

this hypothesis is that the advantages of restoring damaged sequences may not outweigh the 

energy expenditures involved in sexual reproduction. This is especially true given that many 

other DNA repair processes could likely preserve the DNA molecule without the perceived 

inefficiencies of sex.  

The "Muller's Ratchet" hypothesis, also known as the Fischer-Muller model, concentrates 

on the population-level advantages of sexual reproduction. It focuses on the observation that 

sexual reproduction decreases the load of harmful mutations in a population. In asexual 

reproduction, each lineage in a population independently accumulates harmful mutations 

over time. Some lineages will accumulate more than others, and these lineages will be subject 

to elimination by natural selection. Because sexual reproduction recombines genes, it 

produces lineages with fewer harmful mutations. 

 

 

Monogamy occurs when a female mates with only one male and a male mates with only one 

female. As humans, we often have a romantic view of monogamy as mating for life, but in 

fact it is much more complicated in the animal kingdom (and even in our own species). In 

reality, very few animal species can be said to be monogamous in the strictest sense, even 

though many individuals within a species may be monogamous. Some animals express 

monogamy in a given breeding period, but often will switch partners in future periods. In 

most species with monogamy, both males and females provide care to the offspring. In fact, 

parental care from both females and males is often considered to be a primary mechanism 

leading to monogamy. For example, if a male's fitness is considerably higher if it stays at the 

nest and helps care for his offspring, increasing their chances of survival, this strategy will be 

favored evolutionarily relative to a male that spends more time and energy mating with other 

females, rather than caring for the offspring he has already fathered. 



Polygyny, where one male mates with several females, is a relatively common mating 

strategy, especially in mammals. Members of the pinnipeds, including seals and sea lions, 

often exhibit polygyny where only a very few males defend large territories encompassing a 

harem of females. Elephant seals (Mirounga spp.) are an extreme example where a dominant 

male can have a harem of several dozen females. Males spend a great deal of time and energy 

simply defending their territories and females against other males, engaging in violent fights 

that often lead one or both individuals wounded. Males without harems often attempt 

copulations with females in the outskirts of the harem, far from the dominant male, or out at 

sea. 

Polyandry, where one female mates with several males, is much less common. Although a 

few species, including some primates, exhibit polyandry on occasion, only about 1% of 

species are chronically polyandrous, most of which are shorebirds (order Charadriiformes) 

such as in the sandpipers. One of the most widespread sandpipers in North America, the 

spotted sandpiper (Actitis macularius) is typically polyandrous. Here, during a relatively long 

breeding season, females arrive on the breeding ground first and compete for access to males. 

After a female lays her eggs in a nest, she leaves the male to incubate the eggs while she 

moves on to another area to mate with another male and produce another clutch of eggs. 

While she can repeat this process up to five times in a given growing season, she would not 

have the time or resources to do this if it were not for the multiple males providing care to 

each clutch of eggs. 

 

 

 

TERMS and Definitions 

Gene Flow: The transfer of alleles or genes from one population to another.  

Genetic Drift: Change in the frequency of a gene variant (allele) in a population 

due to random sampling of organisms. 



Founder Effect: Special case of a population bottleneck, occurring when a small 

group in a population splinters off from the original population and forms a new 

one.  

Allopatric Speciation: Occurs when biological populations of the same species 

become isolated from each other to an extent that prevents or interferes with 

genetic interchange.  

 

Abiogenesis: Natural Process of life arising from non-living matter, such as 

simple organic compounds. Examples supporting the theory of abiogenesis is 

the Miller-Urey Experiment: An experiment that recreated and stimulated the 

conditions thought at the time to be present on the early time on Earth and 

tested the chemical origin of life under these conditions  

 


